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Lynne Marsh
MUSÉE D’ART CONTEMPORAIN DE MONTRÉAL, 
MONTREAL

 The interactions of both the camera and the viewer 
with architectural space are at the heart of Lynne 

Marsh’s video work. In her recent show at the Musée 
d’art contemporain de Montréal, Marsh used a broad 
range of cinematic techniques in three works that explore 
architectural spaces. Each of the pieces—Ballroom, 
Camera Opera and Stadium—features a lone figure (in 
one case the artist herself) as the protagonist and engages 
with discourses of societal power such as the media, 
entertainment culture, the military and the state.

Ballroom creates what appears to be a live spectacle. 
A woman (Marsh herself) is suspended upside down 
from the ceiling of the Rivoli, a historic London ball-
room. The atmosphere is lush, and the figure, wearing 
a sequined top, emits scintillating beams of light. She 
could be a circus aerialist or a human disco ball. 

At once performative, cinematic and visually 

stunning, Ballroom is actually a carefully constructed 
illusion that uses digital technology to generate 
what viewers might easily mistake for live footage. 
Marsh’s figure was originally suspended before a 
green screen and then inserted digitally into the 
space of the ballroom. But however altered and 
fabricated the piece might be, Marsh remains the 
central focus of this lush and immersive fantasy.

Camera Opera is an installation simulating a 
miniature film or television set with two flat-screen 
monitors. On the screens, an anchorwoman stands 
on the set of a German current-affairs program, 
possibly waiting for an off-camera cue. As she waits, 
a Strauss waltz begins to play and multiple studio 
cameras, manned silently by their operators, start to 
glide slowly around her. Their hushed and deferential 
ballet suggests something faintly ridiculous, as though 
their essential function were being denied. Without a 
script for the show, the studio remains curiously inert, 
a frozen and self-contained system.

For Stadium, Marsh filmed the recently restored 

LYNNE MARSH  Stadium  2008  
Video installation, sound  
10 min 46 sec   PHOTO DAVID BRANDT
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Olympic Stadium in Berlin. One of the central monu-
ments of German fascist architecture, it occupies a 
troubled place in German collective memory; it was 
the setting for the 1936 Olympics, which were filmed 
by Leni Riefenstahl in Olympia.

 The piece begins with a simulation: the viewer 
glides effortlessly over a computer-animated model 
of the new transparent glass-and-steel roof, then 
plunges into the stadium itself, where the camera 
proceeds to pan along rows of stark grey plastic seats 
with Hitchcockian detachment. The surgical camera-
work and low-angle panning give the empty chairs the 
chilling feel of a massed, faceless crowd or army. The 
grey chairs effectively stand in as totalitarian subjects. 
Marsh then introduces into this monochromatic 
space a lone young woman dressed entirely in white. 
Her garb and her movements echo the athletic pos-
tures and calisthenics associated with the stadium’s 
troubled history.

The masterful technique, sophisticated staging 
and conceptual rigour exhibited by Marsh in this 
exhibition have established her as a powerful voice in 
contemporary video.  DAVID JAGR

Nick Ostoff
DIAZ CONTEMPORARY, TORONTO 

 Nick Ostoff ’s exhibition at Diaz Contemporary 
suggests an index, a compendium of possibilities. 

Rather than traditional views through a window, these 
paintings offer a fugitive sense of location communicated 
with reductivist rigour. Ostoff ’s earlier work, with its 
pearly grey images of the urban periphery, featured 
high-rise buildings or vacant public spaces dominated 
by light-washed walls, and offered just enough informa-
tion to locate the figure on the ground. In these new 
paintings, however, the possibility of easy recognition 
has been forsaken in favour of a few foregrounded 
elements—intersecting lines, receding planes or the 
suggestion of an illuminated surface.

Ostoff ’s work continues modernist painting’s 
project of defamiliarizing the act of looking, of 
abstracting a scene until the act of seeing itself is 
pushed back to an earlier phase—one in which 
we must struggle to make things out. The artist’s 
former pictorial themes of empty and full, near and 
far are now subordinate to a theme of transition; 
softly glowing voids are interrupted by trajecto-
ries. In the painting Lights, seven painterly daubs 
positioned above a pale scumble on a grey ground 
are reminiscent of atmospheric landscape effects. 
Branches depicts sparse, overlapping diagonal lines 
on a lambent yellow surface. The viewer’s expecta-
tions of nature, such as bark’s furrowed texture 
or a tree’s shape as defined by light and shade, go 
unmet. Branches is an abstraction of nature, an 
angular ideograph. 

While Ostoff ’s style is concise and his structural 
tendencies are reductive, he is still clearly a painter 
beguiled by the alchemy of his materials. Thin, unidi-
rectional gestures or a discreet wiping-away are what 

define a line, stripe or raking plane in these works; 
but the hallmark of expressionism in painting, the 
agitated, searching brush stroke, has no place within 
the exhibition’s intimate geometry. Ostoff does not 
juxtapose strident elements that badger and shove 
each other for dominance within his compositions. 
He also limits the number of contrasting hues within 
individual works. 

The exhibition suggests tiny parts of a larger 
landscape. These are paintings that do not aim to 
contain the world but rather seek to make sense of it, 
one fragment at a time. The titles—Driveway, Corner, 
Branches—point to overlooked pieces of the common-
place. Ostoff ’s images heighten our awareness of the 
whole, of what we are missing. Everything is reduced 
in a feast of simplification, a carousel of the enigmatic 
process of seeing.  FRANÇOIS XAVIER SAINT-PIERRE 

NICK OSTOFF  Driveway  2007  
Oil on canvas  69.8 x 55.8 cm  
PHOTO TONI HAFKENSCHEID
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